Bioactive Compounds: The Key to Functional Foods
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EDITORIAL

Bioactive compounds are the constituents of foods, especially functional foods, that provide beneficial health properties. For example, these benefits include antioxidants, anti-inflammatory, antifungal, and various additional preventative properties, which illustrates how bioactive compounds are the real-life example of Hippocrates’ notion “let thy food be thy medicine” [1]. Originally, many definitions of functional foods neglected to acknowledge the importance of bioactive compounds [2]. Bioactive compounds are the constituents that enhance functional foods and therefore are necessary to incorporate under the umbrella of functional foods. Functional foods are able to provide health benefits through bioactive compounds, as these compounds target mechanisms that manage, prevent, and/or treat disease [2]. The Functional Food Center asserts that bioactive compounds are quintessential of functional foods and essential for optimal health, thereby leading to the inclusion of bioactive compounds in the most recent definition of functional foods [1].

In order to appreciate the importance of bioactive compounds within the role of functional foods, bioactive compounds must be defined. Bioactive compounds are chemical components that contribute to regulating biological mechanisms. Through excessive research, bioactive compounds are more accurately defined by Dr. Martirosyan and Pisarski as the following: “food bioactive compounds are primary and secondary metabolites of nutritive and non-nutritive natural components generating health benefits by preventing or managing chronic disease or its symptoms” [1]. Since these compounds are antioxidants, anti-inflammatory, etc., bioactive compounds provide benefits to health [1]. Although they are a small proportion of a food source, these compounds can trigger mechanisms that will alter and improve human health. However, while bioactive compounds are extremely beneficial they can be consumed in excess, leading to toxicity. Therefore, each bioactive compound must be evaluated to establish a beneficial amount and a toxic threshold [1]. Toxicity and beneficial levels must be determined and established through clinical research. Diets containing the appropriate amount of bioactive compounds can be instrumental in functional foods providing the best function.
The definition of functional foods is not regulated. Accordingly, many institutions have individual definitions. There is no one definition of functional foods accepted by all. Functional foods are generally defined as those that improve health and can help treat disease. The Functional Food Center previously defined functional foods as “Natural or processed foods that contain known or unknown biologically-active compounds; which, in defined, effective, and non-toxic amounts, provide a clinically proven and documented health benefit for the prevention, management, or treatment of chronic diseases” [2]. However, in 2017, the Functional Food Center updated their definition to: “natural or processed foods that contain biologically active compounds which, in defined, effect, and non-toxic amounts provide clinically proven and documented health benefit utilizing specific biomarker for the prevent, management, or treatment of chronic disease or its symptoms” [2]. The new change removes the notion of the unknown compounds, which acknowledges that there are bioactive compounds. Additionally, there is acknowledgement that bioactive compounds can also be instrumental in treating symptoms, not just the management of chronic disease. Countless studies on functional foods show “the intake of selected foods and their associated constituents can have profound physiologic effects.” These effects are driven by the bioactive compounds in the functional foods [3]. Bioactive compounds have specific health benefits that contribute to the function of functional foods and should therefore be included the definition of functional foods.

Many institutions have their own definition of functional foods, as there is no regulated standard definition. For example, the Institute of Food Technologists define these foods as “foods and food components that provide a health benefit beyond basic nutrition. These substances provide essential nutrients often beyond quantities necessary for normal maintenance, growth, and development, and/or other biologically active components that impact health benefits” [5]. While this definition does mention biologically active components, there is a failure to discuss the important aspects of bioactive compounds that further ensure health. More specifically, there is no discussion of toxicity of an excess of bioactive compounds or a minimum level in the diet to obtain the benefits. Without the proper inclusion of bioactive compounds, the definition does not identify the important aspect of functional foods that interact with the biomarkers and improve health. The advancement in the Functional Food Center’s definition generates a clearer notion of the mechanism of functional foods by identifying that bioactive compounds work on biomarkers, which indicate effectiveness [1].

A functional food, previously defined, is a food containing biologically active compounds that can be used to treat a disease and/or its symptoms. With the rise of chronic disease, effective treatment is in high demand [2]. The concept was originally introduced by the Japanese, with the idea that certain foods can work beyond mundane nutritional effects [6]. Functional foods target specific mechanisms that are linked to chronic diseases such as cancer and Alzheimer’s disease [3]. Through targeting these mechanisms, functional foods accomplish what medication often fails to do: treat chronic disease. Functional foods, if they are consumed under the toxic dosage, effectively manage chronic diseases and their accompanied symptoms, without the excessive side effects that are associated with medication. However, medication frequently brings adverse side effects while functional foods, using bioactive compounds, can treat disease. [2]. Type 2 Diabetes
is a chronic disease that falls within the conflict of which is the best treatment: medication or diet. Medication often works to help the person lose weight and regain insulin sensitivity, which is similar to what a diet in functional foods that target these mechanisms can do [7]. Functional foods further solidify Hippocrates’s ideals, supporting the important idea to “let thy food be thy medicine”, which suggests that functional food could also be medicine [1].

Type 2 Diabetes is not the only chronic disease that has been treated with functional foods. Various studies have explored the use of functional foods to treat cardiovascular diseases. For example, seaweeds, a functional food candidate, are used as a preventative measure when treating those at risk for heart disease [8]. The metabolites in seaweed, such as lipids and fiber, act as bioactive compounds that interact with biological aspects. These interactions in turn provide protective properties against cardiovascular disease [8]. There has even been investigation into the employment of functional foods in treating, preventing, and managing cancer. Many herbal remedies such as leaves and bark are considered functional foods. Cancer patients have been using these herbal remedies to manage cancers, including breast, colon, and prostate cancer. The functional food remedies have been clinically shown to help these patients in management, solidifying the importance of functional foods in managing chronic disease [9]. The bioactive compounds are the primary source of functional foods being able to treat, manage, and prevent chronic disease. Consequently, bioactive compounds must be acknowledged to fully understand the concept of functional foods [1].

Bioactive compounds interact with biomarkers. In doing this, these compounds can further enhance people’s quality of life, which is exhibited in clinical research. Bioactive compounds are the driving force that establishes the functional aspect of functional foods. A standard acknowledgement of these compounds will bring a general understanding as to how functional foods improve health. Thus, the Functional Food Center’s updated definition is a stride in the right direction. Bioactive compounds have an essential role in functional foods as the component that improves health and helps to treat disease [1-2].
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